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Size: Drawing Number: Drawn By:

Title:

2000 Bowser Road
Cookeville, TN 38506

Date: Sheet

Finish Schedule
Face Color - 
Top Color - 
Toe Color - 
Reveal / Accent Color - 
Hardware - 
Interior - 
Other (Specify) - 

Sliver Legs

Black Melamine

940-48-1

Amati Pulls
940-48 Assembly 

JobNTS

General Notes:
1.   All counter tops are to be made removable wherever possible.
2.   Items must be broken into managable sections

For Shipping. Mark For Ease Of Reassembly.
3.   Install Shipping Cleats Wherever Possible To

Prevent Shipping Damage.
4.   Purchased items Must Be Trial Fit Before Shipping.

To assemble the Amati station follow this procedure. 

1) Place the spacer assembly on top of the lower cabinet assembly 
and use the provided connector bolts to pass through the (4) 
predrilled holes in the sub top of the lower cabinet into the threaded 
inserts in the spacer. Tighten with the provided allen wrench. 

2)Place the upper cabinet on top of the spacer assembly. Use the 
provided connector bolts to pass through the (2) predrilled holes in 
the sub deck of the upper cabinet into the threaded inserts in the 
spacer. Tighten with the provided allen wrench. 

3) Place the cabinet assembly as desired against a framed wall. Use 
the provided 3" wood screws to secure the cabinet to the wall behind.
You may conceal the screw heads by placing them behind the 
drawers. Use the illustrated procedure for removing and reinstalling 
the drawers. 

4) Assemble the mirror frame by passing the supplied screws into the
pre-drilled/tapped holes in the metal. You may wish to cut the side 
pieces of the mirror frame down to accomodate your ceiling type. 

5) Place the mirror frame on top of the lower base and against the 
wall. The reccomended spacing is 3" from the side of the metal to the
side of the tall base cabinet. Use the supplied wood screws to attach 
the mirror frame panel to the wall.  

6) With the cabinets and mirror frame installed, locate the supplied 
mirror clips and attach to pre drilled holes in the mirror frame. Install 
mirror by first seating into the bottom clips then lifting the upper clips 
to seat the top of the mirror. 
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JobNTS

General Notes:
1.   All counter tops are to be made removable wherever possible.
2.   Items must be broken into managable sections

For Shipping. Mark For Ease Of Reassembly.
3.   Install Shipping Cleats Wherever Possible To

Prevent Shipping Damage.
4.   Purchased items Must Be Trial Fit Before Shipping.

Factory recommends 110 volt 20 amp service
  for each styling station.  The powermay be 

    provided from the wall, ceiling, or floor.  Note
    location of six-outlet power strip.   
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Amati  Mirror Frame Assy
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General Notes:
1.   All counter tops are to be made removable wherever possible.
2.   Items must be broken into managable sections

For Shipping. Mark For Ease Of Reassembly.
3.   Install Shipping Cleats Wherever Possible To

Prevent Shipping Damage.
4.   Purchased items Must Be Trial Fit Before Shipping.

The Amati Mirror Assembly is assembled at
the factory and then disassembled for safe
shipment to the salon. 

To reassemble the Amati Mirror Assembly,
join the 26" wide x 42" high wooden panel
to the right & left steel posts with fasteners
provided. Note the panel labels and the 

 corresponding labels on the steel posts. 

1" x 1" x 3"  L-brackets are used to attach 
 the 42"X26" filler panel to metal. Two 3/4" 
#12 machine screws are supplied per

 bracket -- more are not needed.

Position the mirror frame on the cabinet as
pictured.  Join frame assy to the wall by 

 screwing thru the wood panel into studs.

Then attach mirror to steel frame using
  the pre-installed mirror clips. 

The "top of mirror"
clips are 21" from
the top

Match panel "A"
with steel posts
also marked with
an "A" -- B to B, etc

This "bottom of
mirror" clip is 3"
from end of post.

This "bottom of
mirror" clip is 27"
from end of post.




